CONGRATULATIONS TO THE INCOMING CLASS!

Northwestern Neurology – Class of 2025

KUDOS to our leadership!

Congrats to Christina & Rafał (chief residents) & Jakita (QI liaison) on an amazing year!

Congrats to the incoming chief residents: Brian, Deb & Sarah and incoming wellness liaison, Rebecca!
“Kudos to Tony Rosenberg (PGY-2) for having an excellent bedside manner and staying calm despite getting slammed with consults.” - Dr. LaFaver

“Shout out to Shuby Priyadarshini (PGY-3) and Deb Huang (PGY-3) for doing a great job looking after their juniors on gen neuro!” - Glenn Harris (PGY-2)

“I wanted to write and convey my gratitude for an absolutely wonderful resident interaction I had with Christina Lineback (PGY-4). I was in clinic and had a patient report a neurologic symptom ... Christina talked through the problem with me and even went above and beyond to help try to expedite things. I thought this demonstrated excellent teamwork, collegiality and a true "patient first" attitude that I think can get easily forgotten during a busy day in residency. This collegiality was in addition to the excellent medical advice that she provided and I wanted to relay my gratitude” - Dr. Vorovich (cardiology)

“Kudos to Eric Moffett (PGY-2) - gave his first IV TPA and achieved a door-to-needle (DTN) time of 30 minutes, which is our institutional high standard - he also got the patient to angio very quickly for a R MCA thrombectomy We know DTN and door-to-groin puncture times are associated with better outcomes - great job Eric!” - Dr. Caprio

“Kudos to Juan Gonzalez (PGY-2), who helped the team by facilitating an ED-ED transferred stroke patient to angio and achieving a door-to-groin puncture time of 22 min (institutional goal<60 min). Awesome work Juan!” - Dr. Caprio

CONGRATS to Christina Lineback (PGY-4) & Todd Miller on their wedding!

**CONGRATS to Rebecca DiBiase (PGY-2) for receiving the FiNR (Future in Neurologic Research) 2021 scholarship to the AAN Meeting!**

**CONGRATS to Jakita Baldwin (PGY-4) for being accepted to AAN Neurology on the Hill for 2021!**

**KUDOS to our fellows!**

“Kudos to Maggie Yu who was the Stroke Fellow for both cases listed above and helped with decision making and inter-team communications. Great going Maggie!!” - Dr. Caprio

“Michael Cloney is now board eligible as a neurosurgeon (and we expect will be board eligible in neurocritical care) after taking his oral neurosurgery board.” - Dr. Liotta

“All my fellows are generally awesome. I continue to regularly receive positive feedback from other intensivists at Northwestern (MICU and SICU), which helps bolster the Neurology Department’s reputation around the hospital.” - Dr. Liotta

**CONGRATS to Katie Colton (neurocritical care fellow) on her baby boy, Everett!**